Study of methods for the resolution of large sparse linear systems associated with multiphase flow tomography problem
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ABSTRACT

This work presents a contribution to the development of a specialized method to solve the linear system associated with tomography problem. According to the literature ([1] and [3]), the computational performance obtained is still insufficient for the application in practical engineering problems. Multiphase flow tomography problems involve the solution of a large linear system, whose matrix obtained from the discretization in finite elements is sparse, symmetrical and positive-definite, requiring equally high computational effort in both storage and resolution. The storage of the sparse matrix occupying a minimum space of memory and the solution of the linear system consuming the lowest possible time must provide a high efficiency in the tomography problem resolution. Specifically, the singular value decomposition method (SVD – direct method) [4] and the preconditioned biconjugate gradient method (PBCG – iterative method) [6] were studied with regard to the features of the matrix problem and computational performance. Two types of problem were studied: the reconstruction of the convection coefficient by non-intrusive thermal sensing (applying a heat flux at the external boundary and measuring the response temperatures) [2] and the reconstruction of the fluid’s permittivity distribution by non-intrusive electrical sensing (applying a voltage distribution at the external boundary and measuring the response currents) [5]. In both cases, the results showed that the PBCG method obtained a higher computational performance in comparison with the SVD method. More specifically, the PBCG method is faster in obtaining the solution and demands considerably fewer memory storage. On the other hand, the SVD method is capable of obtaining the solution even if problem matrix becomes ill-conditioned.
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